
Goals and Functionality

Charlotte is the first integrated environment
for parallel computing on the Web. Now, using
a Java-capable browser, any machine on the
Web can volunteer to help an ongoing com-
putation, with the Web potentially becoming a
gigantic parallel metacomputer.

To use Charlotte, the application programmer
writes software for a perfect shared memory
virtual machine. Charlotte’s runtime system
implements this virtual machine out of the
available volunteers, providing load balancing
and fault masking.

An application program is a pure Java pro-

gram with embedded constructs specifying
parallel steps. A parallel step consists of con-
current jobs, executable as applets.

A parallel computation is started by the user’s
machine. Machines on the Web can volunteer
to execute a concurrent job, with the applet
and the data downloaded through browsers,
as needed.

As Charlotte targets the Web, the computa-
tion transparently crosses administrative do-
mains, with the matching of volunteers to
computations accomplished through a scale-
able and fault-tolerant directory service. The
overall security is at the level of Java.

Some Implementation Details

In order to implement the predictable, perfect
virtual machine on the unpredictable, dynami-
cally changing Web, Charlotte uses two inte-
grated techniques, eager scheduling and two-
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phase idempotent execution strategy (TIES).

Employing these techniques, an unfinished
job can be assigned/reassigned, allowing
multiple and partial executions, while main-
taining correct once-only semantics. The
performance of the volunteer machine is not
monitored. Nevertheless, the machines are
automatically shifted to increase performance
or mask slowdowns and crashes.

The runtime system is optimized to improve
performance. A key technique of particular
benefit to application software programmers is
dynamic granularity management. Even when
the programmer has written a fine-grained
program, the runtime system will execute in
an adaptive coarse-grained manner. Pro-
gramming and execution parallelisms are de-

coupled.

An example shows two browsers running a
worker applet contributing to the computation
of a Mandelbrot set. Notice how the total work
is divided among the two browsers.
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Program fine-grained / Execute coarse-grained

Dynamic granularity management, one of several performance-enhancing tech-
niques, transparently executes fine-grained computations in a coarse-grained man-
ner, adapting the execution to the runtime characteristics of the volunteer machines.
The example shows an actual performance of the Ising model computation.
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A Charlotte program and its execution on the Web
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The machines on the web vol-
unteer to run Java applets exe-
cuting concurrent jobs in a par-
allel step—part of the client’s
computation.

Eager scheduling and two-
phase idempotent execution
strategy provide transparent
fault masking and load balanc-
ing.

Correctness is assured despite
potential multiple executions of
a job—such execution of a
“purple” job on two volunteers is
shown above.


